
Octobre 2017 - Clématites’ square - Villiers-Le-Bel

6 bimers along with 4th and 5th-graders from the Cerisaie school,
and with a class of 7th-graders from Martin Luther King middle school
© Pauline Bayard



bim /bi:m/ interj. Expresses a brief and 
intense action. Syn. bam. And then bim !
bim /bi:m/ n 1. Young site-specific per-
formance collective. Have you heard of Col-
lectif bim ? 2. Performance by the afore-
said collective. When is the next bim ? 3. 
Entire time of creation for a bim perfor-
mance. A one-week bim. A two-day bim.
to bim /bi:m/ transitive or intransitive 
v 1. to create a bim performance in a gi-
ven place. We bimed the Concorde bridge. 
I thought this child was biming with you.
bimer /bi:mer/ n 1. Member of the afore-
said collective. How many bimers are there 
in all ? 2. Any person involved in a bim per-
formance in a given place at a given time. A 
passerby became a bimer without knowing it.

Septembre 2017 - towards the Évêché Gardens - Blois

8 bimers for the « Été sans fin » festival,
organised by the Halle aux Grains (Blois national theatre)
© David Daurier



WHAT DOES BIM MEAN ?
bim (/bi:m/) is a French onomatopoeia referring to a quick and 
powerful action. It is how we like to define our space-time.
Our rhythm is that of the present moment.
We offer an exploration as quick as lightning made of nearly no-
thing.
We try to be more about action and less about chit-chat.
 
Note : the word “bim” gave birth to the verb “to bim” (pronounced 
“to beem”) and to the noun “bimer” (pronouned “beem-er”).
“bim” takes a small “b” for we try to delicately merge into a place 
so as to reveal its (extra)ordinary features.
                                         
We are a site-specific performance collective.
Most of us met back at ENSATT (Superior National School of 
Theatre Arts and Techniques) in Lyon, France.
We have since widened the circle.
We are pluridisciplinary in our education and professions : actors, 
set designers, costume designers, administrators, editors…
Inside the collective however, we all act as performers on an equal 
footing.
Once in a while we associate with other artists and actors of ur-
ban space (architects, landscape designers, visual artists, desi-
gners…), whether researching along with them or giving life to  
their works.

WHY A COLLECTIVE ?
 
There are around twenty of us, all different and comple-
mentary.
 
Our approaches vary from one person to the other, which enriches 
our work as a group and helps us better comprehend the places 
we experience.
 
Because we are numerous and have diverse skills, we can com-
pose a different team for each project.
 
We like to meet even more new people.
 
We like to ask questions and the more we are, the more we ask.

July 2017 - stroll - Saint Flour de Mercoire

2 bimers and 16 Polymômes high school students, as part of 
theatre workshops organised by Hermine de Rien and the Aren-
telle theatre
© Ferdinand Barbet and Alix Vatel



WHAT RELATION TO THE PLACE ?
 
As we arrive somewhere being considered for a bim, we 
land as inexperienced, astonishable strangers.
 
We come in order to meet a place entirely : its architecture, the 
way it functions, its atmosphere, and so on, as well as – and es-
pecially – its users.
 
Day by day, we bring out essential spatial features and explore 
them in an intensive way through morning warm-ups (which can 
be participatory), games and improvisations.
 
We leave again only after a mutual enrichment between the 
place and ourselves, without having made any changes in 
the place apart from the interpretation one can make of it.

July 2017 - Amoureux square - Vauréal

4 bimers along with 1st and 2nd-graders from Toupets school, for 
the « Rues aux enfants, Rues pour tous » festival
© Nil Obstrat



WHERE DOES IT TAKE PLACE ?
 
For us, any living area can become matter for creation, since we 
strive to have a new gaze at the surroundings we go through every 
day.
 
Public squares, schools, parks, former penal colonies, private 
mills, bridges, hospitals, museums… This is also a way for us to 
go toward an audience less used to being spectators. We believe 
it is an emergency today to encourage free usage of our public 
and private spaces, which we endeavour to do by our very ges-
tures. Most of the time lightly, poetically and humorously.        

CAN WE BIM WITH YOU?
 
Sometimes we create participatory projects.
 
In other words, we collaborate with a group that is closely involved 
with the place we are working on : school students, professional 
groups, inhabitants of a neighbourhood…
 
Games, exercises and improvisations help us share our method in 
very little time, with the aim of eventually creating a real collective.

WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE?
 
Our “bims” can be improvised or precisely arranged. They can take 
place in one single spot or walk the audience through several. The 
places themselves are what trigger our imagination.
 
What we present is neither a finished project nor a work-in-pro-
gress. It is a process which we develop in a few days’ time in a 
precise place, and which ends in the very same place with one or 
several show(s).
 
Our performances are suitable for all audiences.
 
They last from 20 to 45 minutes.     

June 2017 - Saint Blaise square - Paris

8 bimers along with 6 volunteers from the « Maison des Pratiques 
Artistiques Amateurs », as part of the « Et 20 l’Été » festival
© Et 20 l’Été



HOW IS IT DONE ?
 
For each project, two carrier-bimers take care ahead of time of any 
preparations and discussions with the welcoming organisation, and 
decide on an artistic stance. On site, however, decisions are made 
collectively.
After a few days, or a few hours, depending on the project, we deliver 
an interpretation of the given place, oscillating between theatre, dance, 
and mime, sort of like a photo in motion.
 
However, it is impossible to define one model of a bim performance !
 
It always depends on the place, as well as on the structure welcoming 
us. With these in mind, we come up with a singular event, able to meet 
specific needs and desires for theatricality on site.

WHO IS IT AIMED AT ?
 
At all of those defined as users of a space.
 
That is… everybody?
 
In one place, we try to connect altogether  with regular users, simple 
passersby and people coming for the first time.
 
If needed, we adapt the form of our performances to specific audiences 
(for example, people with reduced mobility).

WHERE AND WHEN CAN A BIM BE SEEN ?
 
If you wish to attend our performances, please sign up for our news-
letter which will keep you informed.
 
For that and more, take a look at our website www.lecollectifbim.

com and at our facebook page.

June 2017 - Nantes Arts Museum - Nantes

10 bimers for the reopening of the Nantes Arts Museum,
after 5 years of construction work
© Nantes Arts Museum

https://www.lecollectifbim.com/contact
https://www.lecollectifbim.com/contact
http://www.lecollectifbim.com 
http://www.lecollectifbim.com 
https://www.facebook.com/bimcollectif/


WHAT ABOUT THE TECHNICAL ASPECT ?
 
We travel light !
 
Our site-specific work requires :
- a city authorisation to work in the given place(s)
- a sheltered space nearby the given place in case of bad weather 
(for morning warm-ups and storing our belongings)
- restrooms
 
No technical installation
 
No set-up nor take-down

HOW IS IT PUT INTO PLACE ?
 
Please contact us, we will invent the project together !
 
The amount of time needed for creation, the number of bimers 
and the quantity of public shows vary, depending on the place 
and project.

We make financial proposals on demand.

May 2017 - Chênedollé street - Vire

5 bimers and 14 middle school students from Albert Camus school 
in Tinchebray, René Goscinny school in Céaucé-Passais and Jean 
Vilar in Saint-Sever for the « ADO » festival
© Pauline Bayard

www.lecollectifbim.com
lecollectifbim@gmail.com

Collectif bim
32 rue Saint-Maur

75011 PARIS
FRANCE

http://www.lecollectifbim.com

